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How Louisa May Alcott's
1870 Visit to Switzerland Helped
Her Become a "Literary Lion"
by Megan Armknecht

On

April 2, 1870, Louisa May Alcott-the author of Little
Women-embarked on a European grand tour with her sister,
May Alcott , and her friend Alice Bartlett. The women 's travels
took them to France , Switzerland, Italy, Germany, and England.
This grand tour was meant to give Louisa, who was riding on the
heels of Little Women's success , a reprieve to regain her health.
Her father, Bronson Alcott, wrote to a friend three days before
their departure: "I wish Louisa were in better health and spirits,
but am consoled in the hope that she is under weigh [sic] to find
them in a foreign climates ."' However, the letters Louisa and May
wrote back home to Concord, Massachusetts reveal times where
their "dream vacation" was more of a nightmare , specifically for
Louisa. Not only was she plagued by health problems, but she was
hounded by publishers back in Boston, and her brother-in-law,
John Pratt, passed away unexpectedly. Furthermore, Alcott and
her traveling companions were caught between opposing armies
and stranded in Switzerland during the Franco-Prussian War.
Even though many misfortunes dogged her steps, these
experiences shaped Alcott's literary career beyond Little Women ,
making her European experiences of 1870-1871 a "pivotal point"
in her life and career. 2 One of the most significant effects of the
grand tour is that it , in the words of Daniel Shealy, "divided the
1
Amos Bronson Alcott to Ellen A. Chandler, March 29 , 1870 . Letters of Amos
Bronson Alcott , edited by Richard L. Hernnstadt (Iowa City: Iowa State University
Press, 1969), 509.
2
Little Women Abroad: The A/cot/ Sisters ' Letters fro m Europe, 1870-1871,
edited and introduced by Daniel Shealy (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2008),
lxx.
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pre-Little Women years, when she had struggled to support herself
and her family, and the post-Little Women years, when she was
the celebrated authoress." 3 This is an important insight because
many scholars (and the public) pay particular attention to Louisa's
development as a writer pre-1868, analyzing her formative years
in Concord, Massachusetts, before she wrote Little Women. This
novel was a touchstone of Alcott's life, and her life is measured in
time before and after its publication.
Although Little
Women certainly had a
huge impact on Alcott's
life
and
American
literary history, her
development and continuation as a writer
did not end with the
publication. In fact, it
had only begun. Not
only did her time abroad
help bring focus to
Louisa's life, but she
wrote about seventeen
novels
after
she
returned to America,
including Little Men,
which she conceptualized and completed
Novelist Louisa May Alcott, ca. 1870
while in Rome m
1870-just after her
time in Switzerland. At the beginning of her trip, she might have felt
that "perhaps her best days were behind her." 4 However, Alcott was
3

Shealy, lxx-lxxi. Literature about Louisa May Alcott is vast. For a more complete
analysis of her life , please see Madeleine Stern , Louisa May Alcott ( 1950); Martha
Saxton, Louisa May: A Modern Biography of Louisa May Alcott ( 1977); Madelon
Bedall, The Alcotts: Biography of a Family ( I 980); Joel Myerson and Daniel Shealy's
editions of the Selected Letters of Louisa May Alcott ( 1987) and The Journals of Louisa
May Alcott ( 1989); John Matteson , Eden's Outcasts: The Story of Louisa May Alcott and
her Father (2009); Susan Cheever, Louisa May Alcott: A Personal Biography (2010) .
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol52/iss2/4
2
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able to capitalize on her time abroad and find success beyond Little
Women, establishing herself as a giant in American literary history.
She left America in depressed spirits and returned from Europe as
a "literary lion ." 5 Her time in Europe-and specifically her time in
Switzerland-helped prepare the rest of her career and renewed her
passion for writing, reconfirming her place as the provider for her
family and her belief about how American women could become
strong and independent through traveling abroad.

"Happy Before I Die": Reasons for the Trip
Since she was a child, Louisa May Alcott hoped for fame and
fortune . She wanted to do something great, but more importantly,
she wanted to pull her family out of poverty. Her father, Bronson
Alcott, was a brilliant philosopher and teacher, but his methods
and beliefs were unorthodox, especially for nineteenth-century
New England. Instead of solely teaching the necessary "readin',
writin', and 'rithmetic" common to American schoolhouses, he
used the Socratic method and taught students to find truth "within
their own Souls." 6 His method of education was influenced by the
Swiss educator Johann Pestalozzi who believed in the "inherent
goodness of the child ." 7 Bronson also encouraged racial integration,
leading to anger in the community that eventually resulted in
losing his job. 8 Not only this, but his insatiable quest for truth led
to forays into communalism and utopianism, including moving
his young family to Fruitlands, a utopian community about forty
miles from Boston. The Fruitlands project was a disaster (as the
philosophers who started it had no idea about agriculture), and the
Alcotts abandoned the community six months after they arrived
after much mental and marital stress.9 Even after the Fruitlands
5

Ibid.
Samuel A. Schreiner, Jr. The Concord Quartet: Alcott, Emerson, Hawthorne,
Thoreau, and the Friendship That Freed the American Mind, Hoboken, New Jersey:
John Wiley & Sons, Inc. (2006), 39.
7
John Miller, "Bronson Alcott: Pioneer in Spiritual Education." International
Journal of Children's Spirituality, 15 .2 (2010): 132.
8
Schreiner, 39.
9
Richard Francis, Paradise Unachieved: The Alcott Family and Their Search for
Utopia, Yale
University
Press: 2010.3-10.
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by BYU
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failure, the Alcott family constantly fought for survival. The family
kept from starving because of Ralph Waldo Emerson's financial
help and Abigail Alcott's pragmatism and patience. 10 The family
kept from starving because of Ralph Waldo Emerson's financial
help and Abigail Alcott's pragmatism and patience.
Louisa was quite aware of her family's financial difficulties,
and she wanted to do something about it. In her personal memoir,
she wrote about her determination to save her family from
destitution. As a young girl, she went to a "favorite retreat," and
then declared before heaven that she would do something to
help her family get out of poverty: "I will do something by-andby. Don't care what, teach, sew, act, write, anything to help the
family; and I'll be rich and famous and happy before I die, see if I
won't!"" From an early age, Louisa exhibited a talent for writing,
and she put her skills to work. She often published in Concord and
Boston magazines and then used the money she earned to pay her
family's bills. Most of her work was purchased for very little, but
it was enough to get by. This penny-pinching lasted until 1868
when she published Little Women. The book became an instant
success-both commercially and critically. The first two thousand
copies of the book sold out quickly, and Little Women became an
"instant American classic."
Alcott changed from a Concord prodigy to an American
celebrity practically overnight. She felt the strain of instant
fame, particularly emotionally. She was often annoyed by the
"Jo Worshippers," as she called them . For example, in a letter
to her sister Anna Alcott Pratt, Louisa was appalled to find out
that someone had set the March sisters' Operatic Tragedy in Little
Women to music: "What are we coming to our old age? [ ... ] I
hope the ' Jo Worshippers ' are not regaled with my papers ." 12 She
did not like being the center of attention and sought to avoid it
any way possible. In a journal entry from April 1869 she said that
"people begin to come and stare at the Alcotts. Reporters haunt
10

Schreiner, 66.
Louisa May Alcott, "Recollections of My Childhood." http://alcott.
classicauthors.net/recollections. Accessed 15 October 2014 .
12
Louisa May Alcott to Anna Alcott Pratt , July 27, 1870 in Little Women Abroad,
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol52/iss2/4
4
ed. Daniel Shealy (University of Georgia Press, 2008), 155.
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the place to look at the authoress, who dodges into the woods a la
Hawthorne, and won't be even a very small lion." 13 Still, the fans
could not get enough of her. Even when she left for Europe in
1870, people clamored to get her autograph for her new book, An
Old-Fashioned Girl. Young girls on the steamer to Europe would
come to her cabin to "call" on her, despite her seasickness. 14
Even though Louisa occasionally found the fame amusing, it was
detrimental to her health.
In addition to harming her health, the instant fame and
adoring fans damaged the image and legacy Alcott wanted to
leave. As a prominent author, people cared about what she said
and what she did. However, most of people's interest had to do
with their favorite author's opinions on society, class, and Little
Women. For example, most girls wanted Louisa's opinions about
why Jo did not marry Laurie, without realizing that the author had
wanted Jo to remain "a literary spinster." 15 Alcott believed that
there was more to a young woman's life than getting married and
complained of mothers wanting her advice on how to raise young
ladies. She cared little for "stupid" women and did not want to be
a name on a gossip column; she periodically burned letters so that
"curious eyes" and "gossip-lovers" would not print them. 16 Alcott
was much more eager to talk about political and social issues of
the day, and cared little for her "stupid Little Women" except for
the fact that the novel paid well. 17
Alcott wanted to get away from the crowds of Boston and the
sycophants in Concord. Therefore, when Alcott and her younger
sister May were afforded the opportunity to travel abroad with their
friend Alice Barnett, they jumped at the chance. In her "Notes and
Memoranda" for 1870, Louisa wrote that "Alice Bartlett invites
May to go abroad with her for a year, & I decide to go as duenna,
hoping to get better." 18 This was not Louisa's first time to Europe.
13
Louisa May Alcott, April 1869 in Journals, ed. by Joel Myerson and Daniel
Shealy (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1989), 171.
14
Louisa May Alcott, April 1870 in Journals, 174.
15
Louisa May Alcott to Elizabeth Powell , March 20, 1869 in Letters, ed. by Joel
Myerson and Daniel Shealy. Boston: Little, Brown and Company (1987), 124-125 .
16
Louisa May Alcott , August 8, 1885 in Journals, 262.
17
Ibid .
18
Louisa
Alcott , "Notes and
Memoranda 1870," in Journals, 175 .
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BYUMay
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She had journeyed to Europe from 1865-1866 as a traveling
companion of Anna Wendt and Wendt's half-brother, George. 19
Although that trip had fulfilled Alcott's lifelong dream of seeing
Europe, her grand tour of 1870-1871 was markedly different. Not
only was she an accomplished author in 1870, but she chose her
traveling companions and liked them very much. On April 14,
1870, she wrote home that she felt that the trio would "go well
together, and I think shall have no trouble, for A[lice] is a true
lady, and my other A. [Anna Wendt] was not." 20 The closeness
between Louisa and May Alcott and Alice Barnett is not only
seen in Louisa's letters with her family, but also shown in her
memoir, Shawl-Straps, which is her thinly-fictionalized memoir
of their experiences
in Europe. Although
the girls in the story
have different names
("Amanda"
for
Alice, "Matilda" for
May, and "Lavinia"
for Louisa), their
personalities
and
quirks are identical
to their real-life
counterparts .
Indeed, many of the
passages in ShawlStraps come directly
from Louisa's letters
and journals. For
example, Amanda
tells the ill and wornout Lavinia that their
time in Europe will
Little Men by Louis May Alcott, published be "just the thing
1871.
for you, my poor old
19

Shealy, xxvi.
Louisa May Alcott to Abigail Alcott , Little Women Abroad, 12 .
21
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol52/iss2/4
Louisa May Alcott, Shawl-Straps, (Roberts Brothers: Boston , 1873) , 2.
20
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dear. Think of the balmy airs of Sicily, the oranges, the flowers.
[ ... ] We shall be as merry as grigs, and get as buxom as dairymaids in a month." 21 This phrasing is almost identical to Alcott's
own letters home while writing from Dinan, France: "[I] shall live
cheaply, learn French, enjoy my life, and grow fat and strong." 22
The experiences in Shawl-Straps mirror those in Alcott's diary
and letters, reinforcing her gratitude for a competent traveling
partner such as Alice Barnett and showing that her experiences
in Europe were formative enough that she wanted to write about
them-not only in letters home, but in a novel.
Louisa was also glad to be traveling with her sister, May. May
Alcott (who later married a Swiss businessman, Ernest Nieriker)
was the youngest Alcott sister and seven years younger than
Louisa. Like her older sister, she was very talented-however,
whereas Louisa wrote, May sketched. May was a talented artisther family members called her "little Raphael," and she delighted
her neighbors with her pencil sketches and sculptures.23 May
was a talented artist and a respected art instructor, but she was
still considered an amateur. She wanted to travel to Europeparticularly to Paris and Rome- in order to see great works of
art. May had dreamed of "foreign parts for years," but never
thought she would have the chance to visit Europe. 24 Her dreams
became a reality with the publication and instant success of Little
Women . Since Louisa had already traveled abroad in 1865 thanks
to the generosity of the Wendt family, she wanted to give May
the finances to help her sister fulfill her dream. 25 Louisa was
happy to go abroad with May and support her both emotionally
and financially. She found satisfaction in May's astonishment of
Europe's oddities and beauties . May called Europe "perfect bliss,"
and delighted in the "enchanting old ruins, picturesque towns,
churches, and crumbling fortifications, that it seems almost like a
dream." 26 Even though Louisa wrote that she had "lost the power
of enjoying as I used to," she was glad that the trip afforded May
22

Louisa May Alcott to Abigail Alcott, Letters, 131.
Louisa May Alcott, Journals, 84.
24
May Alcott Neiker to Abigail and A . Bronson Alcott, Little Women Abroad, 65 .
25 Shealy, xxvi.
26
May Alcott Neiker to Abigail Alcott and Anna Alcott Pratt , Little Women
Abroad, 23
Published
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a "good chance in every way" in both life experience and as a
budding artist. 27

"A Cure for Everything:" Struggles and Setbacks
Although May fulfilled her dreams of traveling abroad and
improving her skills as an artist, in many ways, the Alcott sisters'
time in Europe was a vacation nightmare, specifically in regards to
Louisa's health. Alcott's health begun to deteriorate in 1862 when
she served as nurse for the Union Army. While in Washington,
D.C., she contracted typhoid fever. Bronson Alcott had to retrieve
her from Washington after just six weeks of service. She was never
the same again. She was sapped of energy, she lost her hair, and
writing exhausted her. Louisa's poor health put a damper on the
entire trip. Even May in her "perfect bliss" of all things European
said that even though she enjoyed "every minute of my life here,
[ ... ]if Louisa could only feel quite well and bright again, I should
have nothing to wish for." 28
The trip abroad was meant to be a "cure for everything," but
Louisa's spirits and health could not be entirely restored through
a European adventure. 29 Although Alcott mentioned that her time
abroad was "better for me than paying doctors at home," she was
still very ill and uncomfortable for the majority of the trip. 3° For
example, while in France, she had trouble with her leg until she
"couldn't bear it any longer" and found a doctor to treat her. 3 1
"After two weeks of misery," she "rushed off' to visit the English
doctor,William Kane, who gave her "good advice about diet, wine
&c." 32 He diagnosed the condition of Louisa's leg, saying "that it
was rheumatism of the membrane next the bone, and that it was
more painful than dangerous." 33 He also attributed the pain in her
27

Louisa May Alcott to Anna Alcott Pratt, Little Wom en Abroad, 157; Louisa
May Alcott to Mary Sewall, Little Women Abroad, 30.
28
May Alcott Neiker to Abigail Alcott and Anna Alcott Pratt , Little Women
Abroad, 23.
29
May Alcott Neiker to Alcott Family, Little Wom en Abroad, 68 .
30
Louisa May Alcott to Mary Sewall, Little Wom en Abroad, 29 .
31
Louisa May Alcott to Alcott Family , Little Women Abroad, 45.
32
Louisa May Alcott to Alcott Family, Little Women Abroad, 45; Louisa May
Alcott to Alcott Family, Little Women Abroad, 64 .
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol52/iss2/4
8
33
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leg to the calomel she was given in Washington, D.C., and gave
her Iodine of Potash and opium pills to relieve the pain. 34
Her appointments and treatments from Dr. Kane helped
Louisa to bear the pain, but she was never completely healed.
Although Alcott tried to wean herself off the opium pills-often
telling her family that she was able to "sleep without opium" -she
would ultimately use opium pills for the rest of her life. 35 However,
even with all of these medical difficulties, Louisa's letters from
Europe focus on improvements, rather than difficulties. Both May
and Louisa wrote home to report that Louisa was growing "fat and
rosy," and feeling better than she had in years. 36 Alcott's health
would be a continual struggle throughout the remainder of her
life, but her trip abroad helped her to realize that she could work
through difficulties and still be productive and enjoy herself.
Besides health problems ,Louisa also struggled with clamoring
demands from editors and publishers back in Boston. Alcott and
her publisher, Thomas Niles, had a good relationship; in fact,
it was Niles who had suggested that she write the "girls' story"
which would become Little Women. 37 Louisa and Niles knew each
other's' personalities well and felt comfortable working-and
bantering - with each other. For example, when Niles addressed
one of his letters to Alcott as "Dear Jo," she wrote to her family
that she ought to reply, "'Dear Tom,' only he will go and publish
it , so I won 't." 38 Although Niles certainly wanted to capitalize on
Louisa 's talent, he was also mindful of her limitations and wanted
the best for her. When Alcott was offered "any price" by New York
Weekly editors Francis Scott Street and Francis Schubael Smith
for a short story, Niles discouraged her from writing it. 39 Street
and Smith specialized in pulp serial fiction, and Niles warned her
not to be "tempted with offers to write stories, which you can turn
out ad libitum-result, money without fame-but devote yourself
entirely to works which will insure you both a permanency in

34

Ibid .
Loui sa May Alcott to Alcott Family, Lillie Women Abroad, 57.
36
Ibid .
37
Louisa May Alcott , Journals, 165.
38
Loui sa May Alcott to Alcott Family, Little Women Abroad, 19 .
39
Loui
sa May
Alcott to Thomas
Niles, Little Women Abroad, 173.
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the niche of fame and a handsome income."40 Niles realized
that Louisa's talent should not be wasted in sensational stories.
He believed that she was capable of having a lasting impact on
American literature.
Even with Niles' caution, other publishers and editors still
took advantage of Louisa's fame. This was certainly the case
with her novel Moods, published in 1864. Although Moods was
the author's first serious novel, it did not have the public appeal
of Little Women. However, with Little Women's success, many
opportunists rushed to reissue everything Louisa had ever written,
including Moods. Louisa felt that people had misunderstood the
book and had taken advantage of its "imperfections."41
In 1870, the Boston publishing company A.K. Loring decided
to resell Moods, much to Louisa's consternation. After learning
from Niles that Loring was selling Moods again, she "told him not
to do it.[ ... ] I won't have it; for it is not my Book." 42 Even though
Louisa had the copyright to the book, she had no power over what
Loring did with Moods while she was in Europe, and Niles was
unable to stop them from reprinting it. In a letter written on May
6, 1870, Alcott wrote that Niles told her that "Loring is going to
get out a new lot of 'Moods,' which disgusts me and I think it is
mean." 43 Because she was in Europe, Louisa was unable to do
anything to protect her literary works, adding to the frustrations of
the trip. However, the issues with Loring Company were nothing
in comparison to other misfortunes on the trip. Perhaps the biggest
setback of the Alcott sisters' grand tour was the Franco-Prussian
War. The conflict directly coincided with their trip and upset their
travel plans, effectively ruining any chance of rest or relaxation
for the women. Louisa first mentioned the Franco-Prussian War
in her letters on July 18, 1870, while the women were in Bex,
Switzerland. Alcott called the war a "silly little war between
France and Prussia," and mainly worried that the war would "play
the deuce with our letters."44 She also worried that it might be
40

Thomas Niles to Louisa May Alcott, Little Women Abroad, 178.
Louisa May Alcott , Moods, Boston (1882), I.
42
Louisa May Alcott to Alcott Family, Little Women Abroad, 33.
43
Louisa May Alcott to Alcott Family, Little Women Abroad, 43.
44
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol52/iss2/4
Louisa May Alcott to Alcott Family, Little Women Abroad, 146.
41
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difficult to exchange money, but she believed that "otherwise the
war wont [sic] affect us a bit."45 Louisa's initial reaction toward
the war reveals her annoyance at how the conflict would disrupt
even simple travel pleasures such as receiving letters. Her attitude
also revealed an isolationist tone. She planned to "skip over into
Italy, and be as cosy as possible" if Switzerland were to get into
the "mess" of the Franco-Prussian War. 46
Although Louisa and her traveling companions could
not possibly avoid the impact of the war, they obviously tried
bypassing it as much as possible. This did not mean that Alcott
was apathetic towards what was happening in Europe. She
wanted to be informed on the war, and was grateful when she
got American newspapers about the conflict, since "Papers are
suppressed by the Government, so we know nothing about the
war except the rumors that float about." 47 Her concern was due
in part to the consequences of a "general fight" in Europe, but
mostly she wanted to know how the war would affect their travel
plans.48
Although Louisa and May originally thought that the war
would be a minor hiccup in their travel plans, the opposite proved
to be true. In late July of 1870, Italy threatened to join the fight. "I
fear this war is going to be more of an inconvenience than we at
first imagined," wrote May Alcott, "for if Italy joins in it, or does
not remain entirely neutral as she now declares herself to be, we
cannot go there in September according to our plans." 49 Louisa
wrote to Abigail Alcott about possible escape routes in case of
danger: "As Italy sides with France and war is likely to break
out there, we may have no choice except between Switzerland
and England." 50 Escaping to England was not the ideal option, as
Alcott longed to see Rome and make sure that May, who was an
artist, had the opportunity to experience "the artist's Paradise."51
Even though May insisted that she would be able to "bear such a
45
46

47
48

Ibid .
Ibid .
Louisa May Alcott to Abigail Alcott, Little Women Abroad, 169.
Ibid .
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Interlaken,
Switzerland,
ca . 1870, by
Adolphe
Braun.

great disappointment," she also admitted that it would "be rather
hard for both Louisa and myself to forego seeing Rome." 52
This circumstance made the possibility of staying in
Switzerland throughout the remainder of the war very real and very
alarming to the Alcotts . They had planned to leave Switzerland in
early September, but as summer wore on, their schedule became
increasingly dominated by the whims of war. May wrote to
Bronson on July 30 that they would not be able to go to Italy in
September "according to our plans. [ ... ] We shall probably be
here sometime longer, and as for me I am quite content to remain
in this lovely valley, with my windows directly under the snow
peaked 'Dent du Midi' on the other, and the enchanting 'Diableret'
on the other, with Lake Geneva only a little way off." 53 May, as
an optimistic artist, saw beauty all around her, and if she had to
be stranded because of a war, she was willing to if she could stay
by Lake Geneva (the "loveliest lake in the world") and go on
adventures in the Alps with St. Bernard dogs. 54
49

May Alcott Neiker to A. Bronson Alcott, Little Women Abroad, 167 .
Louisa May Alcott to Abigail Alcott, Little Women Abroad, 169 .
51
Journals, September 1870.
52
Ibid .
53
May Alcott to Bronson Alcott. Little Wom en Abroad, 166.
54
May Alcott to Alcott Family. Little Wom en Abroad, 123 ; May Alcott to Alcott
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Whereas May was content to stay in beautiful Switzerland for
a while longer, Louisa was not as keen to be stuck in the same
place for such an indefinite amount of time. Although they did
travel to Geneva, Bex, and Vevey, she wrote home that she needed
"amusement" and dreaded a month in Geneva because "I can't
go about [ ...] and these little places are dull." 55 She was also
unimpressed with the Swiss people she met. "I don't think the Swiss
are an attractive people; with all their freedom and independence
they are rude, dull, and sickly. Everywhere [sic] we see horrible
goitres [sic], Cretans , and dwarfs. They don't know how to live, for
their houses are dirty, damp, and dark." 56 Alcott never fully resolved
her low opinions of the Swiss and had to learn patience with the
people as she stayed in Switzerland for months longer than she
thought she would; the Alcotts would not be able to leave for Italy
until early October 1870 when they crossed the Simplon Pass.

Stranded in Switzerland
During her stay in Switzerland, Alcott's reactions varied
between annoyance, fear, and pragmatism. Although the sisters
were relatively safe in Switzerland in July of 1870, there was still
the fear of what could happen if Switzerland sided with France or
Prussia. Similarly, Louisa feared that the travelers might be caught
in the war if Italy became involved. She knew that "the trouble
about getting into Italy is that civil war always breaks out there,
and things are so mixed up, that strangers get into scrapes among
the different squabblers." 57 Her fears were not unfounded.
The Alcotts knew a family from Concord who had been
abroad during the "last Italian fuss." 58 This family had been "shut
up in some little city and would have been killed by Austrians,
who were rampaging round the place drunk and mad, if a woman
had not hidden them in a water closet for a day and night and
smuggled them out at last when they ran for their lives." 59
55
56

Louisa May Alcott to Alcott Family. Little Women Abroad, 146.
Louisa May Alcott to Bronson Alcott . Little Women Abroad, 141 .

57
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Louisa acknowledged that the situation was dangerous, but she
was practical and refused to panic: "I don't mean to get into any
mess, and between Switzerland and England we can manage
for a winter."6() Alcott knew that their plans could change at a
moment's notice, and that "all these plans may be knocked in
the head tomorrow, and my next letter may be dated from the
Pope's best parlor or Windsor Castle." 61 Throughout all of their
mishaps, she kept her sense of humor: "I like to spin about our
ups and downs, so you can have something to talk about at Apple
Slump [the Alcott family nickname for their home] . Uncertainty
gives a relish to things, so we chase about and have a dozen plans
a day. It is an Alcott failing you know." 62 Louisa's pragmatism
and optimism sustained the travelers through the anxieties and
difficulties of war.
Alcott's patience also increased during her time in
Switzerland. As the Franco-Prussian War progressed, thousands
of refugees from France and Germany streamed into Switzerland .
Alcott wrote in her notes and memoranda for June and July of
1870 that there was "much excitement at Vevey. Refugees from
Lyons came in." 63 Louisa wrote that all the "large towns are
brimful of people flying from Germany." 64 Alcott interacted with
the refugees firsthand, as they often stayed in or around the same
hotels where she was lodged. "Vevey is crammed with refugees
from Paris and Strasbourg," Alcott wrote back home. "Ten
families applied here yesterday. It is awful to think of the misery
that wretch Nap [Napoleon III] has made, and I don't wonder
if people curse him after he got them into such a war, and then
slipt out like a coward." 65 Even though Louisa felt pity for the
refugees, this did not mean she necessarily liked them. She called
the French refugees "unstable and absurd" and said that she liked
"them less and less, the more I see of them." 66 However, being in
tight quarters with refugees and stranded travelers across Europe
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allowed her to write about odd human characteristics and quirks.
"Our house is full ands we have funny times," she wrote. "The
sick Russian lady and her old man make a great fuss if a breath of
air comes in at meal times, and expect twenty people to sit shut
tight in a smallish room for an hour on a hot day." 67 These "funny
times," while also annoying, breathed new life into Alcott's desire
to write.

"Preparing for a 'vortex"'
Louisa's hardships and adventures provided more than just
interesting anecdotes to write home to "Apple Slump." In the
midst of health problems, wars, and refugees, Alcott rediscovered
her desire to write. Her struggles on the trip became a sort of
catharsis for her, even though she had not planned to write at all
on her trip; she had wanted to relax. She wrote to Thomas Niles
that even though editors wanted her to " write for their papers or
magazines ," she had "come abroad for rest," and was "not inclined
to try the treadmill till my year's vacation is over." 68
However, the longer she stayed abroad, the more she felt
compelled to write. As Louisa waited in Switzerland for news of
whether Italy would get up in a "general revolution," her anxieties
turned from wars to writing. 69 She wrote to Niles that she wanted
to come home to America "'bearing my sheaves.' Of what my
gleanings will consist, I dont [sic] know but as my bones cease
'worseting' my brains begin to simmer, and by another month the
engine will insist on working, and when the steam is up, it must
have a 'went,' or there will be an explosion." 70 Louisa wrote-not
only for profit, but for her sanity's sake. The trip had given her the
strength and desire to continue writing. She wrote to Niles that
she felt like she was "rising from my ashes in a most phoenix-like
manner." 7 1
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May Alcott also noticed that
Louisa could not put away her
desire to write. May wrote
home that just when things
were looking the bleakest
during the crux of the FrancoPrussian War that her sister was
"preparing for a vortex." 72 A
"vortex" was the Alcott family
term for when Louisa would
be in a writing frenzy, writing
all day and night without any
food, water, or sleep . She
produced some of her finest
work during these " vortexes ."
May Alcott Nieriker, by Rose
May noticed that Louisa's
Peckham, Oil on canvas. Courtesy:
emotional and mental state
Louisa May Alcott Memorial Association,
was preparing for a vortex , and
Orchard House, Concord , Mass.
wrote home that "if we remain
quiet here [in Switzerland] for
anytime, she will accomplish something in that line in spite of the
temptation of an excellent circulating library." 73 Although May
mentioned that Louisa experienced headaches from writing , May
seemed relieved that her sister's renewed "desire to write," left
her in "good spirits." 74 Louisa could never get away from writing
even on vacation- it was as much a part of her as breathing. This
realization expanded her vision of her own literary talent and
prepared her for the final hardship of the trip: the personal tragedy
of losing John Pratt, the Alcott sisters ' brother-in-law.
John Pratt's passing was sudden and tragic. He died on
November 27, 1870, leaving the eldest Alcott sister-Annaand their two children destitute. Louisa felt the loss keenly,
who mourned that he had died at a young thirty-seven years.
She regarded him as a dear brother, whom "each year I loved &
respected and & admired ... more and more." 75 She admired Pratt,
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and felt like he had done "more to make us trust & respect men
than any one [sic] I know & with him I lose the one young man
whom I sincerely honored in my heart." 76 What was even harder
was that Pratt had been a provider in the family. Pratt had worked
hard "to have a little sum to leave [his family], without a debt
anywhere." 77 Not only had he supported his family-Anna and his
two children, but he was close to the entire Alcott family. Pratt's
death added to the sorrows of the trip, and Louisa was devastated.
She somehow wanted to fill the void in her life and in Anna's life.
"I have no ambition now but to keep the family comfortable and
not ache any more," Louisa wrote . "Pain has taught me patience,
I hope , if nothing more ." 78
Pratt's demise spurred Alcott to write a novel to honor both
her brother-in-law and to support Anna's family. Louisa began
writing Little Men in January 1871 while in Rome. She wrote in
her diary that she wrote Little Men so that "John's death may not
leave A[nna] and the dear little boys in want. . . In writing and
thinking of the little lads, to whom I must be a father now, I found
comfort for my sorrow." 79 Louisa rediscovered that the purpose
of her writing was to help her family. In a letter to Daniel Noyes
Haskell, she explained that "I now have a motive for work stronger
than before, and if the book can be written, it shall be, for the
good of the two dear little men now left to my care, for long ago I
promised to try and fill John's place if they were left fatherless." 80
She wrote to another family friend, Elizabeth Wells, that it was
"hard for me to be even in Rome when my heart is at home &
every day a burden till I can come." 8 1 She told Wells to look after
Anna's family and to ''fill my place a little till I come." 82 Louisa
realized that her role in her family was to provide and protect.
Pratt's death, although tragic, solidified her place in the Alcott
family. If her forced sabbatical in Switzerland was the beginning
of her "vortex" stage, then John Pratt's death was the catalyst.
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Although not written in Switzerland, Alcott was prepared to write
Little Men after her experiences and mental catharsis there.
Louisa wrote Little Men very quickly. She started drafting
in early 1871 while still in Rome, and Little Men was published
May 1871. Upon her return to America, Thomas Niles came to
meet her at New York harbor with "a great red placard of 'Little
Men' pinned up in the carriage." 83 Little Men was for sale in
America the day she arrived, with fifty thousand copies sold in
advance. 84 Alcott's literary success gave her the means to support
her family for the rest of her life. Although her trip abroad was
filled with difficulty, it was these hardships which helped shape
her as a writer and helped her realize the importance of her role
as a writer in the family. Little Women helped her family get out
of its financial straits, but it was in Europe where Louisa realized
that she would always be a provider and the sole breadwinner for
her family. She wanted to help her family members-especially
her sisters-fulfill their dreams and find comfort in their lives,
even at the expense of her health and rest.
Louisa's altruism only increased her desire to write about
selfless, strong women. Indeed, her experiences abroad solidified
her resolve of the importance of strong, resourceful, smart
American women. Alcott wrote in her fictionalized memoir
Shawl-Straps (written after her trip abroad) that she was impressed
with the capabilities of European women's "strength, skill, and
independence," and that "everywhere women took the lead" in
France and Switzerland.85 Louisa believed that travel could make
"American women what they just fail of being , the bravest,
brightest, happiest, and handsomest women in the world ."86
Alcott was unashamed of being an independent woman and wrote
in that she would "rather be a free spinster and paddle my own
canoe" than be married. 87 She advocated her ideal of a strong
American woman through her writing. For example, in Shaw/Straps, Lavinia (Louisa's pen name in this novel) praised her
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traveling companions for their resourcefulness and bravery while
in Europe: "In spite of many prophecies to the contrary, three
women, utterly unlike in every respect, had lived happily together
for twelve long months, had travelled unprotected safely over
land and sea, had experienced two revolutions, an earthquake, an
eclipse, and a flood, yet met with no loss." 88
Alcott believed that confronting the dangerous and unexpected
while abroad would strengthen and expand American girls. She
encouraged other "timid sisters now lingering doubtfully on the
shore, to strap up their bundles in light marching order, and push
boldly off. They will need no protector but their own courage, no
guide but their own good sense, and Yankee wit, and no interpreter
if that woman's best gift, the tongue, has a little French polish on
it. "89
After her experiences abroad, Louisa continued to write strong
female characters in her novels. Most people are familiar with Jo
March from Little Woman as Alcott's archetypal heroine. Although
Jo is certainly the most well-known of her female characters, she
is not the only strong, independent role model. Most of Louisa's
strong female characters were written after her time in Europe.
These characters include Nan Harding from Little Men and Rose
from Rose in Bloom, who eschew stereotypes and decide to live
their dreams. Louisa channeled the strength she found-both in
European women and in herself- to create literary role models
for generations of young girls.

Conclusion
Louisa's struggles during her European grand tour of 18701871, and particularly her challenges in Switzerland, made this
trip a turning point in her life. Not only did she overcome the
difficulties of the trip, but she rediscovered herself as a writer.
Her experiences abroad influenced Alcott's writing for the next
seventeen years and gave her the motivation and inspiration to
write novels such as Little Men, Jo's Boys, and Rose in Bloom.
Ultimately, her time in Europe strengthened her love of and
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desire to support strong, independent American women. As the
narrator of Shawl-Straps, Louisa called upon the "Amandas,
Matildas, and Lavinias" of America to travel, see the world, and
find themselves: "Wait for no man, but take your little store and
invest in it something far better than Paris finery, Geneva jewelry,
or Roman relics. Bring home empty trunks, if you will, but heads
full of new and larger ideas, hearts richer in the sympathy that
makes the whole world kin, hands readier to help on the great
work God gives humanity, and souls elevated by the wonders of
art and the diviner miracles of Nature." 90 Although Alcott's trip
might have turned out differently than she had expected, travel
gave her experience and wisdom, giving weight to her words, and
changing not only her life, but the lives of many young American
girls.
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